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Recruiting and labour markets
Post-pandemic, people are switching jobs, employers and even
type of work more readily than ever. Has remote working made the
labour market faster-moving and more efficient? And what is the
impact on wages and inflation? Our analysts examine the evidence.
Read report ›

China COVID-19 tracker
HSBC’s Erin Xin says that while new COVID-19 cases in China
have eased, many cities remain cautious. Factory activity lost
some steam in July, partly because of COVID-19 outbreaks and
the measures taken to control them.
Read report ›

FX Market – July 2022
Click below for a recap of what you may have missed in FX
Markets in July, including how the ECB surprised the market with
a 50bp hike, and why the EUR-USD hit parity for the first time
since 2002.
Read report ›

Schrödinger’s recession
Is the global economy heading for a recession? HSBC’s James
Pomeroy and Maitreyi Das explore the latest data, risks, and
challenges for policymakers.
Read report ›
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The Macro Viewpoint
The BoE hikes again, G10 FX drivers, PMI update
We assess the Bank of England’s fight against inflation, find
out how data releases can affect major currencies and take
a look at what the latest PMI business surveys are telling us
about the global economy.
Listen to podcast ›
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Under the Banyan Tree
Homecoming
Fred Neumann and Herald van der Linde discuss what the
upswing in US markets means for Asia, and are joined by
Head of Asia Internet and Gaming Research, Charlene Liu,
for an in-depth discussion on the ‘homecoming’ of US-listed
Chinese companies.
Listen to podcast ›
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